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fiberglass planters

Rectangles

Our planters are structural architectural planters ideal for space and weight restricted areas. All planters include metal
interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, solid ¾” rims, and 1” cleats (elevation for irrigation purposes). Custom rim
widths and cleating heights are also available. CUSTOM SIZES AND COLORS are available for all project planning.
Any color is available to match any color scheme.

SV63 Contemporary Planter Series:
36"L x 12"W x 25"H The Skinny
35"L x 22"W x 26"H SV100B Rectangle
42"L x 20"W x 22"H The Walkway Trough
55"L x 17"W x 17"H The Trough
60"L x 22"W x 24"H The Shrub Trough
72"L x 24"W x 24"H The Entryway Trough

SV63 60” Shrub Trough planter in Lead

SV56 Rolled Rim Planter Series:
54"L x 19"W x 18"H Rolled Rim Trough
54"L x 25"W x 28"H Rolled Rim Shrub Trough
10"W x10"H (x per In. ft.) Perimeter Trough
Any length available

SV38 Double Rolled Rim Window Box
35"L x 15"W x 14"H

SV56 Rolled Rim Trough

SV66 Conical Planters:
RECTANGLE: 60"topL x48"bottomL x 18"W x 18"H
(not pictured: see round page for style)

SV38 Custom Double Rolled Rim Window Boxes

SV100B Rectangles in a Row

SV63 Rooftop Skinny Planters
SV63 55”x17”x17” Trough
Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Squares

contemporary

CUSTOM SIZES AND COLORS are available for all project planning. We can match any color.
All planters include metal interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, solid ¾” rims, and 1” cleats.

SV63 Contemporary Planter Series:
16" Square
“Sampler”
22" Square (26”H) “SV100A”
26" Square
“SV63”
27" Square (24”H) “Large Short Square”
30" Square (28”H) “SV100C”
40" Square
“Tree Planter”
SV 63 16” Sampler/lead

See next page for decorative square planter styles

SV100A 22” Square/stone

SV63 Tree Planter 40”/lead

SV100A 22” Square/iron

SV100A 22” Square/zinc

SV63 Tree Planter 40”/lead

SV63 27” Large Short/Charcoal

SV63 Tree Planters 40” courtyard installation

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Squares

decorative

More square design options in addition to our contemporary squares on the previous page.
All planters include metal interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, and solid rims.

SV37 Classic Tree Planter with Lip
48" Square (28”H)
SV56 Square Rolled Rim Planters:
23" (24”H) Small Square
26" Medium Square
31" (30H”) Large Square
SV66 Conical Planters (Contemporary style: not pictured)
SM SQUARE: 30"topSQ x 18"bottomSQ x32"H
LG SQUARE: 36"topSQ x 22"bottomSQ x34"H

SV 63 16” Sampler SV100A 22” Square

SV101 Corner Planter Series:
35" (26”H) SV101A Small Arc Corner Planter
47 ¼ " (26”H) SV101B Large Arc Corner Planter
35" (26”H) SV101C Small Square Corner Planter
SV54 Colonial Planter
29" Large Square
SV56 Large Rolled Rim

SV56 Rolled Rim detail

SV54 Colonial

SV101 Corner Planters: Small Arc in Terra Cotta

SV101 Corner Planters: Small Square in custom beige

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Modular

configurations

Our newest planter series is designed to fit together in multiple configurations within a project space. Inspired by the Hudson Valley’s
rock formations and streams, our modular groupings come together naturally. Start with our “A” Tree planter, put some angled “B”s
and then “C” triangles, and finish off with our small “E” at the ends. See some of our configurations below in our original designer
concept drawings. These modular planters were made in our newest manufacturing process: Gel-coat color surface. Gel-coat provides
additional outdoor color-fastness, and an even, sleek surface with scratch-resistant properties. All planters include metal interior
supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, solid ¾” rims, and 1” cleats.
A and B planters break
up a large wall space

F planters can fit together to
make any length row

A and B

planters
B

planter

D (left) and
A (right)

planters

C (above) and E
(below) added to A
and B’s for island
modular set (left)

Fs, A, D, E planters
line a curbside

A, B, C, E work together in a different island configuration

Snow
reflecting off
our smooth
sleek gel-coat
surface

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Modular

pieces

Our MODULAR planters are pictured here and can be combined in many configurations as seen on the previous page.
All planters include metal interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, solid ¾” rims, and 1” cleats. Color shown is Terra Cotta in our
Gel-coat finish
D planters
8’3”Longest side x 3’7””W
x 31”H

A planters (Tree planters)
8’3”L x 3’7”W x 36”H

E planters
Have a left and right
orientation (E1 and E2)
5’1”Longest side x 2’3”W
x 18”H

B planters
Have a left and right orientation (B1 and B2)
5’7”Longest side x 3’7”W x 31”H

F planters
8’10”Longest side x 1’7”W
x18”H

C planters (Triangles)
7’2”L x 3’7””W x 24”H

Dimensions for
angles and smaller
sides given upon
request.

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Rounds

All round planters include metal interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, and solid rims.

SV66 Conical Planters:
TALL: 30"topDIA x 18"bottomDIA x 32"H
WIDE: 48"topDIA x 24"bottomDIA x 30"H
Conical heights can be shortened. Price based on final dimensions.

SV37 Classic Tree Planter:
(Large Cylinder Urn)

SV66 Wide Conical Planter

SV66 Tall Conical Planter

30"H x 49" diameter
Custom tree planters can be made in any size.
Price based on final dimensions

SV21 Rolled Rim Vase
30"H x 35"W largest diameter
21"H x 24"W largest diameter
20"H x 18"W largest diameter
SV19 Double Rolled Rim Vase
25"H x 31"W

SV37 Classic Tree Planter

SV21 Rolled Rim Vase

SV20 Rolled Rim Cylinder Vase
31"H x 31"W
24"H x 18"W
19"H x 14"W
SV25 Column Vase
33"H x 40"W
19"H x 24"W

SV19 Double Rolled Rim Vase

SV20 Rolled Rim Cylinder

SV101D Modular Circular Planter:
77 7/8"exterior arc x 43 5/8" interior arc x 22” deep x 26” H
(5 planters make a complete circle)
SV25 Column Vase

SV101D Modular Circular Planter

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Custom

CUSTOM SIZES, DESIGNS, AND COLORS are our specialty. At Tintori Castings, we can make any size planter you can dream
up. Take a look at some of the specialty work pictured below, and let us know if we can help you plan your next custom
order. We can match any color choice as well. All planters include metal interior supports, pre-drilled drainage holes, solid
rims, and cleats customized for each piece. Custom pricing is based on square and linear footage. Crating for craning, and
shop drawings are available at an additional price.

Curved planters to fit within gates

Patterned squares & rectangles
based on architect’s design

Planter designed to slide into
existing concrete lip in sidewalk,
with exact color match to sidewalk

One-of-a-Kind inverted custom lettering on planter

Antique iron Lion head attached to fiberglass planter

Planters precision fit under edging

Fiberglass planters at exact custom dimensions

Submerged planters with extra supports
to sustain boxes and tree weight on rooftop.

Crating for extra large planters

Trapezoid planter craned to rooftop

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Structural

details

At Tintori Castings, our planters are durable as well as beautiful. Our steel supports are now built into every planter design.
Our drain holes, spaced at industry standard intervals, provide irrigation which is essential for the life of both planter and
plantings. Cleating provides height for water flow to pass through the drain holes. Additional cross supports are provided
for extra large or long spans of a planter. Our goal is to make sure our planters will support the plantings and keep their
shape over time.
All circular
planters over
32”in
diameter
have steel
supports

Cleating elevates the planter bottoms
to insure irrigation can flow through
the floor to the drainage holes.

All our drainage holes are measured for
industry standards per square feet. The
bottoms of the planters are also
designed to tilt slightly towards drainage
holes.

Our steel supports span the perimeter of every
planter, and some get additional cross beams to
support the weight and length of the larger
planters. Supports are fiberglassed into place to
insure stability and durability.

Any planters can be custom crated for
shipping and hoisting. Custom shop
drawings are available for this step.
Shop drawings are an additional cost.

Samples of our chalk white (left), charcoal (middle) and
natural grey “lead” (right) finishes in our portable cross
section format. (pictured: approx 7”x11”)
Sample dimensions given as requested

Our portable cross-section
samples mimic the walls of an
actual planter, showing solid
rims and steel support, as well
as the weight, texture, color and
feel of the fiberglass.

Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Color

options 1

Our color options below are just some of the more popular color choices available for your fiberglass product. We can
match any color available on the market, including faux granite, and copper and iron mixes into the color. We provide our
natural “lead” grey at no extra cost, but all other color choices have a percentage increase as noted below. Our newest
manufacturing process applies color with a Gel-coat surface instead of pigmented resin. Applying this separate layer of material with
color keeps the color rich for longer periods of time, provides UV protection, and increases color durability. It also provides an even,
sleek surface with scratch-resistant properties. Any other colors in Gel-coat are priced at the same 25% increase.

Natural “Lead” (dark grey): No additional cost

Stone (light grey): Adds 10% to planter cost

Charcoal black: Adds 20% to planter cost

Chalk white: Adds 20% to planter cost

Zinc (black and blue added): Adds 25% to planter cost

Terra Cotta: Adds 25% to planter cost

The percentage increases shown are subject to change based on our material costs.
Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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fiberglass planters

Color

options 2

Our color options below are some of the specialty color choices that are popular with our clients. The iron color has iron
flakes mixed in with the resin to provide a rustic, weathered, rich autumn color. The bronze color has copper and bronze to
make it turn a patina mix of greens. And our faux granite finishes have many more color options than are portrayed here.
Most custom colors add 25% unless the color involves adding organic materials, such as the iron and bronze coloring.

Any color you can dream up, we can create!

Iron: Adds 55% to planter cost
(Allow additional time for color to oxidize.)

Faux Black Granite: Adds 25% to planter cost

Custom Chocolate Brown for Rooftop Planters

Bronze: Adds 75% to planter cost
(Allow additional time for color to oxidize.)

Faux Granite/Brunette: Adds 25% to planter cost

Custom Forest Green for Gated Sidewalk Entryway

The percentage increases shown are subject to change based on our material costs.
Please contact your Tintori Castings representative for pricing.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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Tintori Castings: Fiberglass Planters
Twenty-Year Limited Warranty
Thank you for your purchase of Tintori Castings products. We stand by our products, and are
pleased to offer this exclusive twenty-year limited warranty on our fiberglass planters as follows:
Tintori Castings will repair or replace any planter that we reasonably determine contains a defect in
material or workmanship for a period of twenty (20) years from the date the planter is delivered to the
client or picked up from our workshop by the client. This warranty does not cover normal wear and
tear as described under “Product Expectations” below. It additionally does not cover: damage
resulting from impacts, drops, or other accidental damage that occurs after a planter is in the
possession of the client (see “Shipping” below); attempting to move the planter with material inside;
improper installation; improper maintenance including failure to maintain proper water irrigation flow,
internal drainage, or external drainage; installing plantings whose initial and future size, root systems
or other characteristics make them inappropriate for the planter; or Acts of God. Any painting,
staining, or otherwise modifying the surface or internal support structure of our fiberglass planters
may damage them and will void this warranty.
Product Expectations: There are some conditions that are natural adaptations of the planter to its
new environment. It is normal for there to be slight variations in the color or surface of the fiberglass
planter over time as it is exposed to the elements. Because there is stone in the resin mix, it has a
natural aging process like stone. Additionally, once the planter has been filled with soil, there may
be some give as the weight of the planter soil helps it settle into its proper shape. Fiberglass has a
zero tolerance to movement, so moving the planters especially after planting may cause changes to
the planter surface. There might be small cosmetic surface separation as the planter settles. Proper
irrigation is essential to the health of both plants and planters, and regular maintenance is imperative
to make sure the water flow is not blocked.
Shipping: Tintori Castings makes every effort to determine the best way to protect our planters until
they are in the client’s possession. We will insure the arrival of your product in excellent condition.
Once they are approved and accepted at drop off, both parties assume that Tintori Castings has
fulfilled its responsibility for producing and delivering quality planters as agreed. However, if the
product is picked up by the client at our workshop, the client is responsible for the condition of the
product from that point on. Tintori Castings is not responsible for any transport damages once they
have been picked up by the client.
Tintori Castings Service Level Agreement:
This warranty is limited to repair or replacement of the defective parts of the warrantied product.
It expressly excludes any incidental or consequential damages, including but not limited to damage
to plant installations. Tintori Castings will not acquire any shipping or packaging fees for returns.
Tintori Castings expressly disclaims any implied warranties, including but not limited to any implied
warranty of merchantability or implied warranty of fitness for particular purpose, to the fullest extent
allowed by applicable law.
At Tintori Castings we will do our utmost to respond to customer needs on a prompt and timely basis.
For any further inquiries, please contact us at 845-382-9773 or by email at info@tintoricastings.com.

Rev/2016

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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TINTORI CASTINGS:
A GENERATIONAL HERITAGE OF CASTING AND MOLD MAKING
Tintori Castings began in 1963 when
Donato Tintori emigrated to the U.S. from
Bagni di Lucca, Tuscany, Italy. Donato
opened American Statuary in the Bronx,
making plaster castings for florists and
furniture stores. He moved to Mt. Vernon
and his shop became LT Statuary, adding in
fiberglass and concrete items. In February
1993, he moved the shop to Tillson, NY and
changed the name to Donato Designs. He
eventually moved the shop to Accord, NY.
For 40 years he made statues until April
2011, when he suffered a stroke which
stopped his handiwork. He passed in
October 2016 at the age of 82, leaving
behind his legacy of classic Italian mold
making and beautiful hand sculpting.
His son Marco, who worked with Donato
for years, changed the business name to
Tintori Castings in 2013 to honor the family
name. Since then, the workshop has
excelled in providing fiberglass planters and
custom mold work for many artists,
designers, and landscape design projects in
the Metro New York area and beyond.
Donato’s original sculpture designs are still
part of Tintori Casting’s concrete catalog for
garden centers.
Marco is surrounded by a team of artists,
craftsmen, production experts, and problem
solvers who work together to make Tintori
Castings known for being able to customize
any project design to make it come to life.

Donato Tintori
Founding Artist

Marco Tintori
Owner and Artist
Marco standing with our newest
modular planters in the fiberglass
room at the Tintori Casting’s
workshop.

Tintori Castings: Experts in casting and mold-making since 1963.
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